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 Few books on sex are as fulfilling. You may be hard-pressed to find a single page of this down-to-
earth sex book it doesn't bring a smile, a blush of crimson, or an instant of awe.With 15 new
illustrations, five new chapters, 48 additional web pages and 2,753 updates, this fully revised and
expanded 6th edition of the Guide To Getting It On is the greatest ever.
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They should have had this back when we were in senior high school This book is well written.
That is an educational book. This comprehensive brick addresses almost every topic imaginable
(though this edition came out . Worse, married in my own mid 20's, and through 30's I don't
think I was that much better! The author highlights the significant function emotion, and brain
chemicals play in "having intercourse", and sadly women are often on the "dropping end of the
equation". If you are completed with Senior high school, college, graduate college, and/or 20+
years in to your profession, Go through THIS BOOK. Almost perfect This is by far the best guide
to sex on the planet. This is a publication for both female and male alike. Single or married, you
will be surprised at how badly you have most likely been at having a more satisfying sex life..
Value twice the purchase price..That is, when the older of thegenerations were coming old, sex
just was not something talked about. In fact, it is frequently a hard subject between maried
people married 10, or 20 years!! The vocabulary and information is explicit and basic
conversation. The authors style in presenting the information is indeed comfortable that the
1000 pages could be consumed in a short period of time. I have read this publication, and I've
gone back again and read a few of the chapters several times. Yes, in part it is a "Teaching
manual". I wrote the review because I could let you know that any guy or women reading it, or
reading it jointly, will have an improved sex life having browse it, period. Sadly I understand now
just how bad I was. It is extremely sad that I know many friends that I have told about this book,
are within their 40's and don't know half the information provided in this reserve. Yes, issues
that cover STD's, and medical issues impacting sex drive from ED to menopause are covered. It is
written is an extremely "easy to read" style, and had they utilized such a reserve when I was in
senior high school, verses the "Bury the top in the sand technique" that the publication burners
of the world wish to use, we would have been a lot more educated and guarded! The response so
far has been overwhelmingly positive. In addition, it teaches you the anatomy, emotional,
physical components. What can I say? If you had been born in the 60's, 70's or 80's I strongly
suggest this book. Liberate Liberate yourself and learn about humans background with sex, and
find out your very own sense of pride encircling your sexuality and liberation of personal. Good
book, as The Guide was my crash program . I wish that they had a reserve like this obtainable to
us back in my high school days.. Yes, at 18, viewing one particular gal, 3-4 situations a day had
not been unusual! I gave this book to good friends as a holiday gift. It provides you with
information you need in adolescence to be safe if you are going to be active. Most have said they
are reading it jointly, or complaining they can't get the book back from their partner!. Just wish it
arrived in E-book format. If you are single or married, Browse THIS BOOK. Reasonable sexual
health information First of all, this book is over 600 pages very long, and chock full of details (and
nifty drawings of individuals having sex, etc. He's also very nonjudgmental in his approach,
making this an extremely useful guideline to exploring what may be alternative sex for some
people, and regular everyday sex to others.I say this reserve is "almost ideal" because there are
a few omissions and disinformation. When those awkward one-on-one moments may need a
clear explanation of sex, this publication offers one approach.For the disinformation, on pg 291
the writer describes the position of the legs of the clitoris changing in order to hug the penis
during arousal. In reality, the angle of the legs are almost at correct angles to each other and
permanently separated from the vagina by the light bulb of vestibules. The light bulb of vestibule
does expand and hug the male organ during arousal so maybe the author is confusing the hip
and legs of the clitoris with the light bulb of vestibules.Highly recommended to anyone and
everyone who is not really a prude. I really like the candidness of the writer and his nothing-too-
sacred strategy.. But I didn't write the evaluate to debate sex education.. I purchased it because I



needed a plain speaking reserve about sexuality that covers the gamut. I wanted something that
provided helpful details to a married few without the pornography, talked about sex during
pregnancy, and helped describe sex to children. Even though this book is huge with plenty of
technical information, it is very well crafted and quickly digestible. I've literally examine it cover
to cover and while the writing is occasionally corny (and the drawings cornier), it's educational
and engaging.A few of the more helpful chapters included information about how to preserve
your stuff clean and healthy, clarified or dispelled sexual myths, and provided details that helped
us just relax and revel in one another (warts and all). This book also offers helpful info about
dealing with sexual complications, rape, and sexual orientation. Like I said, that is a huge
publication filled up with lots of fair, well-planned, information.Lastly, this book includes a small
chapter specialized in explaining sex to children. When you have kids, or were a youngster at one
time, you understand that everyone develops at different rates and in different ways. What's
omitted is the writer doesn't explain the difference between having sex and making love, the
difference between clitoral and vaginal orgasms, the physiological levels of orgasm (arousal,
enthusiasm, plateau, and quality) and what happens during each stage, and some basic but
powerful sexual stimulation methods such as erotic massage or Extended Sexual Orgasm (ESO).
I'll admit, I didn't completely trust everything in this book. Humorously unabashedly presented
factual statements about the male and female areas of the body and how they relate to sex. But,
it's an excellent place to begin or continue your search.I would recommend this publication, but
keep it hidden from young eyes. No color pictures, but the illustrations get the idea across.
Fortunately, the writer isn't arrogant enough to claim this book is the end-all be-all resource for
sexual information and information. Writer is funny and unabashedly frank while revealing
information We never knew about female or male bodies. I had already raised 2 young ladies
who are married. Then add spice to your daily life if you are adventurous. And it had been worth
it. At 16-18 it is unrealistic to believe your child won't become "experimenting" if not sexually
active... I got this publication for myself during undergrad mainly because a present-day for
getting a job in the campus sexual awareness workplace. After losing my spouse and getting back
into the dating scene 9 years afterwards at 69 I thought I could work with a "brush up" so bought
my very own copy. This extensive brick covers almost every topic imaginable (though this edition
came out just prior to the boom of Tinder/Grindr/etc app dating). In other words, it is written in
plain-speak. So don'tbuy the publication because I said therefore, buy it on her behalf. Good
book, as The Guide was my crash training course on sex in the past when my balls dropped. It is
never too late to learn how to please your partner... Five Stars Hilarious and informative
Educating This is an excellent read, very thorough rather than judged. Finally got it to
commemorate those occasions. My mom and I've never been comfortable talking about adult
relations My mom and I have never been comfortable discussing adult relations, this publication
was very informative and helpful. It had been educational, but also interesting. It isn't a book
you need to examine cover to cover, the table contents makes it simple to go to the chapter you
will need. So if they're going to be active, they could as well end up being educated to derive the
most from the experience. It's a book about sex ... What can I say? It's a reserve about sex and it
certainly gets into the details. Actually my older girl gave this reserve to my younger child when
she got wedded and I borrowed it for a little bit. One of the best gifts to give as a marriage or
anniversary gift! A gift..)..
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